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INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF LINEAR FUNCTIONALS
ON SPACES OF SECTIONS

ANTHONY KAREL SEDA

ABSTRACT. An integral representation is given of functionals on the normed

linear space of all sections, with compact support, of a Banach bundle p: E —*

X. This representation is shown to be equivalent in a certain sense to the

strong lifting property on X and to the disintegration of measures property on

spaces q :   Y —> X over X.

1. Introduction. In the appendix of [5], see Problems B and C there, Gierz

and Keimel study the following question. Given a Banach bundle p: E —* X over

a compact Hausdorff space X, and a bounded linear functional <f> defined on the

Banach space T(p) of all sections of p, find functionals r¡x G E* with ||r;x|| < 1

for each x G X and a measure p cm X such that </>(<r) = fx r¡x(a(x)) dpix) for all

o G r(p). To settle this question, they develop a vector valued form of the Radon-

Nikodym theorem [5, pp. 261-280] under an assumption concerning the existence

of strong liftings on M°°(X,p), see §2. Somewhat similar problems have also been

considered by Dinculeanu in the context of spaces of vector fields and Orlicz spaces,

see [2, §28-29].
The purpose of this note is to obtain the integral representation of <f> above using

results developed by us in [10 and 11]. We shall have no need specifically to assume

that X is compact, but we will suppose that X is locally compact throughout;

moreover, our proof works for real or complex scalars, although we will assume

complex scalars for definiteness. For this and the following reasons we believe that

our proof has certain merits: (i) It is short, (ii) It quickly reduces the problem

to well known results concerning disintegration of measures, (iii) It is conceptual:

we embed rc(p) in a space of continuous functions, extend 0 by the Hahn-Banach

theorem and then apply a disintegration theorem. Moreover, we are able to show

that the functionals nx are /¿-almost everywhere uniquely determined whenever

E is a separable bundle with continuous norm, see part 3) of Theorem 1. (iv)

We show that the "integral representation property" (Theorem 1) is equivalent to

some extent to the "disintegration of measures property" which is in turn equivalent

to the "strong lifting property", see Remark 1 and Proposition 2. (v) We give an

answer to a question posed by Gierz concerning addition of integral representations,

see §5.

These results also have applications to induced representations of locally compact

groups in the spirit of [13] and Fell's monographs [3 and 4].

2. Preliminary notions and the statement of the theorem.  Let X be a

locally compact Hausdorff space. We shall say that X has the strong lifting property
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for all bounded positive Radon measures p ^¿ 0 on X1, if M^(K,pk) always has

a strong lifting Tk , where K denotes the support of p and pk its restriction to

K. We refer to [6 and 7] for details and notation concerning the theory of liftings,

and to [1 and 2] for integration theory. The notation and terminology of [6 and

7] is consistent with ours which is that of [1], but the reader should note that the

term "integrable" in [2] corresponds to "essentially integrable" in [1]. Likewise,

"upper integral" and "negligible" in [2] correspond respectively to "essential upper

integral" and "locally negligible" in [1]. For a locally compact space Z, we denote

by k(Z) the space of all complex valued continuous functions on Z with compact

support, and by Cç,(Z) its uniform norm completion.

Suppose p: E —* X is a complex Banach bundle over X in the sense of [5].

Denote by rc (p) the complex vector space of all sections of p which have compact

support, endowed with the uniform norm: ||tr|| = supieX ||(j(x)||, for a G Tc(p).

Our main result is as follows.

THEOREM 1. Suppose X has the strong lifting property for all bounded positive

Radon measures on X. Given a bounded linear mapping 4>: Tc(p) —> C, there is a

family of linear functionals n^^ = Vx, with nx G E* for all x G X, and a bounded

positive Radon measure p¿ = p on X such that

(1) ||f?x|| < 1 for all x G X.
(2) For each a G rc(p), the function (o,r¡) is p-integrable and bounded, where

(a,n)(x) — nx((j(x)) for each x G X, and we have <p(o~) = f(a, n) dp.

(3) // £<£,! = £z is another family of functionals satisfying (1) and (2), E has

continuous norm and p: E —> X is separable, see [5], then there is a p-negligible

subset N of X such that £x = r\x for all x G X\N.

REMARK. It is shown in [5] that if p: E —y X is separable (with X compact),

then the nx can be chosen so that (<r, 77) is Borel measurable for each a G Tc(p).

The remainder of this section will be denoted to shaping the strong lifting hy-

pothesis into a disintegration of measures form which we wish to apply, see Propo-

sition 1. Specifically, we need to cater for the fact that the support of p need not

be all of X, and this requires some modification of the results of [6 and 7].

Suppose X has the strong lifting property described above and let q: Y —y X

be a proper (hence continuous) surjection, where Y is locally compact Hausdorff.

We shall refer to q: F-»Jasa space over X. Let m ^ 0 be a bounded positive

Radon measure on Y and let p = q(m). Denote the support, supp(/z), of p by

K and let K' = q~l(K). Then by [2, 20.14] m is concentrated on K'; let mK,

denote the restriction of m to K'. Since p is bounded there is a strong lifting Tk of

M^(K,pk), Recall, see [7], that a mapping A : x —► \x of K into the cone M+(K')

of all positive Radon measures on K' is appropriate for (pk, Tk) if ?k[A] = A and

(g, A) is essentially ^-integrable for each g G k(K')- Here, (g, A) denotes the

mapping defined on K by (g, A)(x) = (g, Xx) = fgd\x, and the latter statement

concerning (g, A) is equivalent to the requirement that (g, A) be //^-measurable and

P'K(\(g, A)|) < +00, where pK denotes the essential upper integral determined by

Pk, see [2, 11.10].   Since p is bounded, p- (resp. pK) coincides with the upper

'By working with the one point compactification of X one can actually assume X compact

throughout, provided that it is established that whenever X has this lifting property, then so does

X U {co}. I am indebted to the referee for observing this, and for suggesting some improvements

in notation.
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integral p* (resp. p*K) [1, Chapter 5, p. 7, Corollary 2]. Hence, (g, A) is pk

integrable, and in fact pk (resp. /i)-locally negligible subsets of X will actually be

Pk (resp. //)-negligible. Applying [7, Theorem 3] we obtain a mapping A : x —y Xx

appropriate for (pk,Tk) and a ///(-locally negligible, and hence negligible, subset

N of K such that

(1) ||AX|| = 1 for all x G Ä" \N.

(2) / gdmK> = f(g, A) dpK for all g G k(K').
(3) \x is concentrated on <?_1(x) for all x G K \ N.

Now 9_1(x) is closed and so it follows that supp^) Ç q~lix) for all x G K \ N.

Next, we note that X \ K is //-negligible and so, moreover, is N [1, Chapter 5, p.

82, Corollary 1]. Therefore M = N U X \ K is //-negligible. The inclusion map

j: K' —> Y is proper and the measure vx = j(Ax) G M+iY) restricts to Xx on K'

[2, 21.18] and supp(i/x) = supp(Ax) [2, 20.14]. In this way Xx can be regarded as a

measure on Y and (g, X) is unchanged and so are (1), (2) and (3) above. Finally,

for each x G X\K put Ax = 0X, the zero measure on Y indexed by x. For g G k(Y)

the value of (g, A)(x) is zero if x G X \ K and is (gi/c, A)(x) otherwise. Hence, by

[2, 21.11] (g, X) is //-integrable and a simple calculation shows that

/ g dm — I (g, A) dp   for all g G k(Y).

We may summarize these remarks as follows

PROPOSITION 1. Suppose X has the strong lifting property for all bounded pos-

itive Radon measures on X. Then for any space q: Y —> X over X and bounded

positive Radon measure m on Y, there is a mapping A: X —> M+(Y) and a p-

negligible subset M of X, where p — <j(to), such that

(1) ||AX|| = lfor allxeX\M.

(2) (g,X) is p-integrable and fgdm = f(g,X) dp for all g G fc(F).

(3) Supp(Ax) Ç <7_1(x) for each x G X \ M.

REMARK 1. When carefully formulated, the disintegration of measures property

as above is actually equivalent to the strong lifting property, see [6 and 7].

3. The proof of Theorem 1. Following [12], let E* = |JxGx K, where El

denotes the dual of Ex, and let p* denote the canonical projection of E* onto X.

For each section o of E, define Fa ■ E* —> C by F„(f) = /(<t(p*(/))), and endow

E* with the weak topology generated by the collection fi of all the Fa together with

p*. Let Y = SiE) be the subspace of E* consisting of those / with ||/|| < 1, and

let q denote the restriction of p* to Y. It was shown in [12, §3] that q: Y —> X is

a space over X (and even that q is open) assuming continuity of the norm of E. In

the case of upper semicontinuous norm we proceed as follows. Firstly, the proof of

[12, Proposition 4] requires no change since E is full [5, Theorem 3.2]. Therefore fi

separates points of E* and it follows that Y is Hausdorff. Following the proofs of

[12, Propositions 6 and 7], we note that ||tr(-)|| is upper semicontinuous, nonnegative

and vanishes at x; it is therefore continuous at x. Thus, it follows that G is well

defined and linear on Ex in our present case. Finally, the argument used to establish

||G|| < 1 needs only minor changes and the use of [9, Corollary 1.2] in place of [3,

Proposition 1.5]. Thus, q: Y —> X is a space over X.
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For each s G Ex, let F3 denote the induced functional on E* and let ex : s —>

Fs be the natural embedding of Ex in the space Co(Yx) — CiYx) of continuous

functions on the fibre Yx of Y. Define T: Tc(p) —► fc(y) by T(<r) = FCT and note

that 11^(3:)|| = ||tr(x)||; it follows that T is a linear isometry.

We note at this point, for convenience, that if the norm of E is continuous,

then q is open [12, Proposition 5]. We may therefore construct the Banach bundle

p: A(Y) —> X as described in [11 and 12]. Moreover, k(Y) coincides with Tc(p)

under the identification 0 —> 0, for if o G rc(p), then 9 defined on Y by 9(f) =

o~(q(f))(f) is continuous [12, Proposition 3], has compact support and is such that

9 = o.

Now suppose <p G rc(p)*. By considering (poT~l we can regard <j> as a functional

defined on the subspace T(rc(p)) of k(Y). Hence by use of the Hahn-Banach

theorem we can now extend <f> to an element m of k(Y)* without changing its

norm. Then m is a bounded Radon measure on Y. Suppose, initially, that m is

in fact positive, and apply Proposition 1 to obtain a mapping A: x —> Ax with

the properties listed there. Let A'x denote the restriction of Ax to ex(Ex) and let

Vx = X'x oex for all x G X\M, otherwise let rjx be the zero functional in E*. Then

\\nx\\ < 1 for all x and conclusion (2) follows. For the general case, we apply [1,

Chapter 5, p. 54, Corollary 3] to obtain a universally measurable function u such

that |u| = 1 and m = u|m|, where |m| is the least positive measure dominating

m. Applying the former case to |m| and multiplying nx by u(x), we obtain the

conclusions (1) and (2) in general up to a slight change in notation.

For the final conclusion, (3), we first note that Tc(p) is a fundamental family of

continuous vector fields on X in the sense of [2, §28], since in fact some element of

Tc(p) passes through any given point of E, see [5 or 4, Appendix]. Secondly, [2,

28.7 and 28.2] and [4, Corollary 1, p. 13] show that sections (resp. sections with

compact support) of E correspond exactly to vector fields (resp. vector fields with

compact support) continuous with respect to Tc(p). Identify the scalar field C with

its dual which is then a norming space for C. If, now, £x and rjx satisfy (1) and

(2), then x —» £x and x —> nx are functional fields which satisfy the hypothesis of

[2, 28.27], and Tc(p) satisfies Godement's countability axiom. It therefore follows

that £x —nx, //-almost everywhere, and the proof is complete.

Let F be a Banach space and let k(X,F) denote the space of all continuous

functions on X taking values in F and having compact support. Form the product

bundle E = X x F whose projection p is simply the projection on the first factor.

Then k(X,F) can be identified with Tc(p). In this case, Theorem 1 yields the

following result.

COROLLARY 1. With the hypothesis on X of Theorem 1, let <p be a bounded

linear functional on fc(X, F). Then there is a mapping 77: X —> F* and a bounded

positive Radon measure p on X such that

(1) ||t7(x)|| < 1 for allxGX.

(2) For each f G fc(X, F) the function (f,r¡) is p-integrable and bounded, and

<Pif) = j(f,r,)dp.
(3) // F is separable and X is second countable, then the function 77 is uniquely

determined p almost everywhere.
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PROOF. Conclusions (1) and (2) follow from Theorem 1. As far as (3) is con-

cerned, if F is separable then it is second countable and so E = X x F is second

countable. Hence by Fell's result [3, 1.8] E is a separable bundle and (3) also follows

from Theorem 1.

It will be convenient to call a space q : Y —» X over X open if q is an open map.

(This coincides with the term "space over X" as used in [12].)

We have already observed that, in a sense, the strong lifting property is equivalent

to the disintegration of measures property. Moreover, the proof of Theorem 1 shows

that the disintegration of measures property implies the integral representation

property of elements (p G Tc(p)* for all Banach bundles p: E —y X. Kitchen and

Robbins [8, Theorem 2.2] have noted the converse implication in case X and Y are

compact metric. We will next establish this converse implication more generally as

follows:

PROPOSITION 2.   The following two statements are equivalent.

(1) For all open spaces q: Y —> X over X and all bounded positive Radon

measures m on Y, m has a disintegration as in Proposition 1.

(2) For all Banach bundles p: E —► X with continuous norm, every functional

(¡> G Tc(p)* has an integral representation as in Theorem 1.

PROOF. We have only to establish the implication (2)=>(1). So suppose q: Y —>

X is any open space over X and m a bounded positive Radon measure on Y. Form

the Banach bundle p: A(Y) —> X as in [11] and note, again, that Yc(p) coincides

with {¡p, ip G k(Y)}. The expression <p(<p) = m(ip) now determines an element <f>

of rc(p)*. The assumption (2) applied to <j>, and thereby to m, yields a positive

Radon measure p! on X and positive Radon measures A'x on Yx for each x such that

m = fx Axd//'(x), and ||A'X|| < 1. Moreover, the Ax can be extended to Y as in

the proof of Proposition 1 with no other change. Multiplying and dividing by the

locally integrable function x —► X'X(Y) we obtain m = fx Xx dp(x) with ||AX|| = 1

//-almost everywhere. It follows that p = q(m) as required.

4. A generalisation of Theorem 1. A key step in the proof above of Theorem

1 lies in extending <f> defined on the subspace Y = T(Fc(p)) of k(Y) to m defined on

all of k(Y). Suppose now that we endow rc(p) and k(Y) with the inductive limit

topologies of the spaces T(p, K) resp. k(Y, K) as K runs over the compact subsets

of X, where T(p, K) resp. k(Y, K) denotes those elements of Tc(p) resp. k(Y) with

support contained in K. The requirement then that 4> be continuous on rc(p) is

simply that the restriction of <p to each r(p, K) be continuous. Call <p extendable,

if it can be extended to a continuous linear form m on all of k(Y). Conditions for

this to hold can be formulated within the theory of topological vector spaces. For

example, if we work only with real scalars, then Y is a Riesz space and <p is relatively

bounded. It is, therefore, the difference of two positive linear forms [1, Chapter II,

p. 28, Theorem 1], and the problem is reduced to extending positive linear forms.

Criteria governing this can be found in [10, Chapter 2, §2]. Again, an extension

is possible if T is rich in k(Y) [2, 1.21]. In any event, whenever this extension is

possible m will be, by definition, a Radon measure on Y. After suitably modifying

Proposition 1 to cope with unbounded measures, we obtain:

THEOREM 2. Suppose X has the strong lifting property for all positive Radon

measures on X, and suppose <fi:   rc(p) —> C is a linear form continuous for the
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inductive limit topology. If, further, <p is extendable, then there exists a family of

functionals nx G E* (x G X) and a positive Radon measure p on X such that

(1) ||j/i|| < 1 for allxeX.
(2) For each a G Tc(p), the function (o,rf) is essentially p-integrable and bounded,

and 0(ct) = f(o~, rf) dp.
(3) If p: E —> X is separable and the norm of E is continuous, then the r\x are

p-locally almost everywhere uniquely determined.

5. Integral representation and addition of functionals. It will be conve-

nient to write <p = fx nx dpix) in case <f> has the representation given in Theorem

1, which we call an integral representation of cp. Gierz [5, p. 3] asks: if

4> — I   Vxdpix)    and    <p' = /   rj'xdpA[x),
Jx Jx

where <f>,(p' G Y dp)*, how do we add their representations so as to give a repre-

sentation of </> + </>'? We briefly consider this question by proving the following

proposition.

PROPOSITION 3.   Let (p, cp' erc(p)*. Then there exist integral representations

<p=  I   r)xdpix),        <t>'=  I   r}'xdp\x)
Jx Jx

of 4> and <j)' such that cj> + <f>' has an integral representation

<p + <pf= [ ^dip + pAix),
Jx

for some family {77"; x G X}.

PROOF. Let m and m' denote the positive Radon measures on Y determined

by the extensions <j>\ and <p\ of cp and cp' resp. as in the proof of Theorem 1. Let

// = ç(m) and //' = <7(m'), then by Theorem 1 we obtain integral representations of

cp and cp' as stated. But <p\ + <p'x is an extension of (<^> + cp') and // + //' = qim + m')

[2, 20.22]. Hence, the result follows by the proof of Theorem 1 again.

A deeper analysis of this problem along these lines involves questions concerning

the uniqueness of p and the r\x in any integral representation. We do not propose

to discuss these matters here.

6. Extension of Theorem 1 to r0(p). Let p: E —y X be a Banach bundle

over X and let To(p) denote the space of all sections of E which vanish at infinity.

A simple modification of the classical result1 that fc(X) is dense in CoiX) yields

PROPOSITION 4.   The space To(p) is the uniform norm completion o/rc(p).

We finish by showing that Theorem 1 can be extended to describe elements of

YqÍp)*. So suppose X satisfies our usual hypothesis and cp G To(p)*. By restric-

tion 4> determines an element of Y dp)* and so, by Theorem 1, <f> has an integral

representation <f>(o) = f(o,r])dp for all o G Tc(p). By Urysohn's lemma and

the principle of localisation [2, 9.39] it follows that (w,n) is //-measurable for all

w G ro(p). Moreover, pA\(w,r))\) < \\w\\ \\p\\ and so (w,n) is p-integrable for each

w G rrj(p).   The expression L(w) = f(w,r])dp now determines a linear form on

See for example, W. Rudin, Real and complex analysis, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1966, p. 69.
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To(p) and |£(w)l < \\w\\ IImII so tna* -^ is bounded. Also L is an extension to To(p)

of the restriction of cp to Y dp). By Proposition 4 such an extension is unique, and

so cf>iw) = f(w,n) dp for all w G To(p). Hence, we have proved

THEOREM  3.   Let X satisfy the strong lifting hypothesis of Theorem 1.   Then

every element cp G To(p)* has an integral representation 4> = fx r)x dp(x).
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